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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Habinteg’s Vision is to enhance the Homes, Lives and Communities of our customers.  
  

Our Mission Statement is as follows:- 
  

Habinteg will provide accessible, affordable, inclusive, integrated homes and 
excellent services to enrich lives and communities of all our customers. 

  
We have defined the following values for our organisation 

  
People:-Working for people, with people, through people 
  
Quality:-Driving continuous improvement across all our services 
  
Integrity:-Being honest, respectful, transparent and trustworthy in all that we 
do 
  
Integration:-Embracing diversity, equality and opportunity. Enhancing 
inclusive living experiences for all our customers 

  
Engagement:-Working to develop dynamic services both internally and 
externally, through teamwork, collaboration and partnership 

  
Objectives that we have set out are as follows:- 

  
CUSTOMER:-By involving our customers and stakeholders, we will create 
sustainable and thriving communities and provide quality homes and services 
  
OUR PEOPLE:-We will value, invest in and empower our people as 
individuals and teams to improve how we work together 
  
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE:-To deliver performance improvement in all 
areas of our operations 
  
FINANCIAL:-To ensure financial viability and deliver Value for Money 
  
 
  

We receive significant public funding and operate within a regulatory 
framework.  We aim to achieve and demonstrate good practice in our approach 
to VFM, comparable with the best performers in the sector, as well as 
contributing to sector-wide expectations. 
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To deliver these objectives, we must in turn achieve and demonstrate VFM in 
all our activities, addressing cost and quality together.  We believe that these 
aims can be summed up in the overarching objective of: 
 

“Achieving more for less, so we can meet the increasing expectations of 
customers and stakeholders” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. WHAT DOES VALUE FOR MONEY MEAN FOR HABINTEG? 
 

Value for money (VFM) can be defined as the “optimal use of resources to 
achieve the intended outcomes”. For members of the Habinteg Housing 
Association efforts to achieve VFM are focused on curating a portfolio of 
productive housing assets and managing them well to deliver the following core 
organisational objectives: 
 
Maintain effective governance 
Provide value for money customer services 
Increase the size of the business through growth 
Ensuring customer and community services enhance the health and well being 
of the individual and the environment within which they live. 

 

 
 

Resources Inputs Outputs Outcomes 

Efficiency Effectiveness Economy 

Qualitative 

Quantitative 

Value for Money 
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The Figure above highlights that VfM can be thought of as an ongoing process 
of optimising the relationship between resources and outcomes.  This 
optimisation is achieved through a focus on economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness: 
 
Economy  
This is what is paid for what goes into providing a service. Economy is about 
minimising the cost of inputs for an activity (‘doing things at the right cost’). In 
essence economy is the careful use of resources to save expense, time or 
effort. 
 
Efficiency  
This is a measure of how well things are done i.e. productivity. Efficiency is 
primarily associated with the process and delivery i.e. performing tasks with 
reasonable effort (‘doing things the right way’). In essence efficiency is the 
delivering of the same level of service for less expense, time or effort. 
 
Effectiveness  
This is a measure of the extent to which intended outcomes are achieved 
(‘doing the right things’) 
 
We know that for our residents quality and “getting it right at the first 
opportunity” are two essential elements of VFM. 
Procurement of goods and services is another key element of VFM. In deciding 
whether something offers VFM, we look at whether or not we are obtaining the 
maximum benefit for the goods and services that we acquire or provide, within 
our resources.  There is certainly no assumption that the cheapest price is best 
– decisions are taken on the basis of a balance of cost and quality, taking 
‘whole life’ costs into account.  Measurement of progress towards achieving 
VFM is therefore a combination of cost, performance and satisfaction 
indicators. 
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Performance in 2019/20 

Growth  
 
Habinteg’s General Need stock has increased by 74 in the year and a reduction 
of bed spaces has led to the following changes in stock 

Number of units owned and managed at year end 

 

 

 

 
 
The increase in properties over last year of 3.5% reflect handovers from the 
following completed schemes 
 
 

Scheme Hand Over Date No of Units  

Oak Lodge June 2019      4 

Stony Hill Nov 2019   37 

Spencer  Jan 2020  30 

Eden Square Feb 2020  16 

27 Laganville   1 

Self-Contained 2020  2019 

 Properties  Properties 

General Needs Housing 2,183  2,109 

Supported Housing -  - 

Sheltered Housing 35  35 

Hostel bed spaces 61  56 

 2,279  2,200 

Non Self-Contained 2020  2019 

 Bedspaces  Bedspaces 

General Needs Housing -  - 

Supported Housing -  - 

Hostel bed spaces 179  214 

 179  214 

Total Units Owned and Managed at year end 2,458  2,414 
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 Total    88 

 
We had 9 house sales during the year which when combined with our eighty 
eight completions gave us a movement of 79 for the year in self-contained 
stock.   
Our non-self-contained stock increased  
Further to this we had 114 units that went on site in 2018/19. 
 
 
Customer Services 
Homes and Communities 
 
In a world of limited funding we are constantly seeking to improve the way in 
which our resources are deployed. As previously demonstrated, achieving 
Value for Money means getting the spend right first time, and the golden thread 
which enables us to achieve this, across all our services, is to listen to our 
customer’s needs and aspirations. 
 
Our Tennant Satisfaction survey for 2017/18 highlighted the following 
information regarding our tenants 
 
83% were either satisfied or very satisfied with the quality of their 
accommodation 
82% believed that the rent charge represented Value for Money 
73% believed that our service charge represented Value for Money 
74% were either satisfied or very satisfied with the way we deal with repairs 
and maintenance  
This survey is carried out every three years on 20% of our tenants. 
How we develop actions to ensure satisfaction is improved is high on the 
Habinteg agenda. 
 
Knowing that customer ‘buy in’ improves satisfaction and therefore reduces 
complaints and potentially expensive mistakes we offer more communication 
choices to our customers than just telephone surveys. We are developing a 
range of communication options, these include the use of texting. Texts allow 
us to get a quick customer responses ensuring we act quickly and effectively 
reducing unwanted mistakes.  We are in the process of setting up Tenant focus 
groups we will be launching a new Tenant satisfaction survey in 2020-21 
 
We have also recognised the need for effective consultation and have invested 
in the appointment of a Tenant Engagement Officer to ensure we have more 
dialogue on our service provision from new developments to Asset 
Management and Community engagement.  
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Customer training in understanding the role and restrictions of Social Housing 
providers is also working to ensure our customers appreciate the way in which 
we work and, the need to direct resources in the right way and the right time to 
the right service. 
 
Staying in touch with our customer’s is central to us achieving Value for Money 
whilst continually improving our service delivery. 
 
Monitoring our income is as vital a part of achieving Value for Money as 
monitoring what we spend. The setting of realistic but challenging Key 
Performance Indicators is essential. By concentrating on the swift turnover of 
void properties and the maintenance of low rent arrears through the 
achievement of affordable rent levels and support to tenants ensures Habinteg 
maximises the income stream available. 
 
 
 
  
 
                 Operational Costs Breakdown 2019/20 

 

 
 
 

It is noted that as per 33% of our running costs are spent on maintaining our 
property, with an increase in reactive spend by £170k and decrease in planned 
and cyclical maintenance revenue costs by £600k from last year.  This reflects 

6%
16%

13%

13%
5%

15%

1%

30%
1%

Operating Costs

Service Costs Management Costs

Rates Maintenance Administration

Planned and Cyclical Maintenance Reactive Maintenance

Other Depreciation

Component  Replacement
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the impact of Covid-19 in the final months of the year.  The Capital programme 
was in the region of £2m and in line with our budgeted spend.   

Our maintenance costs per unit are £1424 as opposed to £1571for 2018/19 

 

We will continue to make sure that our staff are provided with the skills and 
knowledge to carry out their duties and to develop themselves as well as their 
roles. 

Housing management unit costs have decreased slightly over the year from 
£746 to £713.  We will continue to use technology to make best use of 
resources in this area having rolled out tablets to the team we plan to increase 
their functionality so that our team can continue to meet customer demands.   

Procurement is a very important role within Associations, recognising this we 
now have an in house resource to help us deliver VFM through our all our 
contracts.  

 

 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 


